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Notes from the Chair: Letting Our
Music Be Heard
Carol Ann Weaver

Music, music, music! Let our music be heard in
every corner of the world, starting in Canada.
—Hope Lee
This has been a banner year for ACWC/AFCC, marked by stunning gains,
record-breaking achievements and incomparable loss. We now boast a
record high of 92 members. And as of April 2019, we finally achieved the
status as a registered charity, thanks to the indefatigable efforts of ACWC
Treasurer, Janet Danielson!
Founded in 1981 by Caroline Lomax, along with composers Ann Southam
and Mary Gardiner, ACWC/AFCC continues to create an important niche
within Canada and beyond, as “the only professional association of women
and women-identified composers and musicians in Canada.” The early
years were vivid, active and optimistic, with many meetings, gatherings
and concerts. Some thirty to forty members strong, we were held together
by the vision of Ann Southam, Mary Gardiner and others, and by a kind of
glue these foremothers provided. Board meetings took place in members’
homes and our concerts occurred in London (ON), Montreal, Toronto,
Waterloo, Hamilton and Ottawa. But by 2009, ACWC/AFCC had dwindled
to a shatteringly small membership of only three. Gradually, under the
helm of then-Chair Joanna Estelle, membership grew back to the twenties,
at which point I inherited the Chair duties for the second time (I had been
Chair in the late eighties.) So, reaching the ninety-two member mark in
2019 is exciting and invigorating!
In 2019 alone, ACWC has supported four concerts: (1) Soundtrack
From…..the Music of Leila Lustig (on her seventy-fifth birthday) in
Victoria, B.C. on April 29; (2) ACWC Art Song Concert in honour of
Rebekah Cummings at University of Waterloo on May 18 with music by
nine ACWC composers; and (3 and 4) two Émergences Concerts: at Galerie
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d’art Le Livart, Montreal on July 31 and Canadian Music Center (Toronto)
on August 2, with music by five ACWC composers.
As well, ACWC holds two annual funding opportunities for composer
members–the ACWC Initiative Grant (awarded in 2019 to Stephanie
Orlando) and the Roberta Stephen award (awarded in 2019 to Laura
Hawley and Maren Lisac), with donor/ACWC member Roberta Stephen
feted and honoured at a public reception in Calgary, on June 2, 2019.
ACWC also funds members’ concerts.
However, with all these celebrated gains, we suffered an inordinate loss by
saying goodbye to ACWC composer, Rebekah Cummings, (May 3, 1980March 23, 2019) whose life was claimed by aggressive cancer. Her
memorial on April 13, in Ancaster, Ontario, attended by several of us
ACWC members, showed her to be an exceptional person filled with love,
embrace of others and constant curiosity. Her indelible spirit and
imaginative, unquenchable zest for life revealed itself in her superbly
moving, deeply grounded compositions. She was described as an
“overcomer” who would sing “in the face of hopelessness.” One of her
songs speaks of being made a “dreamer, and a dreamer must fly.”
Dr. Heather Taves, piano and creative improvisation professor at Wilfred
Laurier University says:
It breaks my heart to lose Rebekah who was not only one of the 1% of
our most gifted students at Laurier but one of the most utterly
humble, decent, fun, open, and relatable individuals I've ever met
anywhere. Rebekah came into every single lesson week after week
with original ideas and moving, delightful new music. She fit in with
everyone–the electronic musicians, the performers, the quiet
historians, the devoted students and also the rebels and the
outsiders. The only person she was ever hard on was herself as she
strove to achieve all her many high ideals in piano, voice,
composition, visual art, Bulgarian culture, Middle Eastern
reconciliation, and teaching the youngsters who loved her. I am not
okay with her passing but I know she was ready and wise to take a
new journey. –Heather Taves (May 20, 2019; private
correspondence, used by permission).
And Carol Bauman, WLU professor and percussionist writes, “Rebekah
emitted a warm, smiling presence wherever she went. She listened intently
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and wrote exquisitely. In her I recognized a great talent in a beautiful
soul.” –Carol Bauman (May 22, 2019; private correspondence, used by
permission).
After a music degree at WLU, Rebekah was recruited by Christos Hatzis,
composition professor at University of Toronto, where she eventually
received a Master of Music degree in Composition. She was the first-ever
grad student to snag all three U of T composition awards, Hatzis explains.
Following this, Rebekah moved to New Brunswick, where she was
diagnosed with aggressive cancer in December 2018, but remained hopeful
to the very end.
Only once in a while are we visited by such a generous spirit–creative
composer, visual artist, dreamer, pianist, vocalist, humorist, spiritual
seeker, reflective thinker, writer, teacher, life student. We cannot define
her, but we can experience her gifts, as her music continues to be heard!
As we deal with this loss, ACWC looks forward to marking our 40th
Anniversary in 2021.
We have received various suggestions as to how we can celebrate our
history (and that of our members):
•

by creating cross-Canada ACWC concerts and conferences (either
physical gatherings or technology-assisted meetings)

•

by publishing an ACWC history book

•

by pitching for radio broadcasts in USA and UK

•

by inviting persons from other disciplines to become associate
members

•

by reaching out and doing participatory music-making within various
local communities

•

by including a wider representation of composers from across Canada–
the Territories, Quebec, Atlantic and Prairie Provinces

•

by attracting a membership which is yet more diverse and reflective of
Canada's richly varied groups of people

•

by becoming ever more responsive to the biospheres, cultures,
communities around us, and by continuing to focus on the natural
world and how we can effectively address insurmountable issues of
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environmental degradation, climate change, and the alarming
acceleration of loss of species.
If we are here to sing a song, how can our song be part of the restoring of
our planet and the healing of those who inhabit it? This we have to
discover. But if we do, as Hope Lee suggests by “starting in Canada,” then
possibly our music can begin to make a difference “in every corner of the
world!” to contribute and shape the musical landscape. 1

Carol Ann Weaver is the Chair of ACWC/AFCC. Carol
Ann is a celebrated Canadian composer whose music has
been heard throughout North America and in parts of
Europe, Africa, Korea and Paraguay.

Various ideas in last paragraph are based on comments made both during and after our May 21 ACWC Skype,
including those by Carmen Braden, Paulette Popp, Janet Danielson, Laura Hawley, Fiona Evison, and Hope Lee,
respectively, used by permission.
1
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Leslie Uyeda, Composer
Janet Danielson

as if everything she has ever been
begins, inside, to sing.
—Lorna Crozier, from “A Summer’s Singing” in Everything Arrives At The Light
(McClelland and Stewart, 1995)
Leslie Uyeda has made an enormous contribution to the musical life of
Vancouver as pianist, vocal coach, conductor, artistic director and
composer. Her musical versatility, her uncompromising commitment to
excellence and her skilled interpretations command the respect of
musicians and audiences alike. At McGill, Uyeda studied piano with
Dorothy Morton, who herself studied composition under Violet Archer.
Uyeda’s distinguished woman-composer pedigree stretches back two
generations. After Montreal, Uyeda went to Winnipeg where she launched
her career as producer for the CBC, chamber music pianist, opera
rehearsal pianist and eventually Chorus Music Director at Manitoba
Opera. Moving to CBC Toronto, she later joined the music staff of the
Canadian Opera Company. By the time Uyeda arrived in Vancouver, she
had worked not only with Manitoba Opera and the Canadian Opera
Company, but also L’Opéra de Montréal, Opera Hamilton, the Banff
Centre and the Chautauqua Institute of Music in New York. From 1992 to
2004, she directed the Vancouver Opera Chorus.
Uyeda’s arrival in Vancouver coincided with a burgeoning of interest in
new opera. Her unflinching approach to challenges made her a soughtafter new opera director. She knew how to run a rehearsal, how to get the
best out of performers and—with unerring musical midwifery—how to
deliver new music—alive and kicking—to thrilled composers and their
audiences. She conducted David MacIntyre’s The Architect, my own The
Marvelous History of Mariken of Nimmegen and Ramona Luengen’s
Naomi’s Road. Always on the forefront, Uyeda wrote Canada’s first hockey
opera, Game Misconduct, a collaboration with the late Tom Cone in 2000,
and the first lesbian-themed opera, When the Sun Comes Out, a
collaboration with poet Rachel Rose, commissioned by the Queer Arts
Festival and premièred in Vancouver in 2013. Uyeda is lauded for her
6
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ability to write for singers. In his review of When the Sun Comes Out,
Gregory Finney wrote: “Uyeda's vocal lines were melodious, musical, and
above all SINGABLE! . . . Her understanding of fach (voice type), range
and even vowel selection shows a deft hand that understands both the
needs of the singer and the needs of the audience.” In recent years, Uyeda
has also written for chorus and built up a substantial corpus of art song,
composing over forty settings of Lorna Crozier’s poetry and four song
cycles on poems by Joy Kagawa.
Uyeda’s compositional career has not followed the now-standard path of a
university degree in composition and induction into one of the various
academically-legitimized stylistic enclaves. Rather, she has become a
composer through a more time-honoured path, through the mastery of an
instrument and its related performance repertoire. Her formidable
knowledge of art song and opera provides her with a rich palette of musical
languages and devices.
It is difficult fully to appreciate Uyeda’s extensive stylistic palette through
the one-dimensional lens of modernism. The modernist obsession with
purification—the purification of nature from culture, of the past from the
present (as trenchantly formulated by Bruno Latour)—sends the listener in
entirely the wrong direction, tut-tutting at triads and muttering at
modulations. Uyeda’s music is better understood using two Latourian
concepts: that of the hybrid, in which both nature and culture are
intertwined; and a spiral temporality, in which “the future takes the form
of a circle expanding in all directions, and the past is not surpassed but
revisited, repeated, surrounded, protected, recombined, reinterpreted and
reshuffled.”2
Uyeda’s fascination with song grows out of a love of theatre and a sense of
awe at the capacity of the human voice. The voice, for Uyeda, is “the most
phenomenal gift of being alive.” Voice and gesture perform the vital role of
conveying intentions, mobilizing, and engaging: imagine the chaos of
misconstrues in a world where instant communication was limited to
texting and email.
Song is a paradigmatic hybrid form. Uyeda’s songs exemplify the maxim of
the whole being more than the sum of its parts. She doesn’t merely take a
poem and write an accompaniment to it: the text forms the music, and the
music, in turn, becomes a “brand new home” for the text, whether a
bordello for tarty tomatoes or a starlit cradle for a real baby. Her initial
7
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starting-point is rhythm. Uyeda selects poetry that resonates deeply with
her and sets about internalizing its rhythms until the music starts to come
to life through the text. Uyeda’s approach is best seen in actual examples,
such as the opening bars of “Peas” from her cycle, The Sex Lives of
Vegetables, where the sung rhythms correspond to the natural rhythms of
the spoken text. From a delicately hinted F-G7 harmonic progression in
the first three bars, a B7 chord bursts into bar 4, “sweet burst of green in
the mouth,” leaping a major sixth up to the climactic high F# on “burst,”
and then leaping back down to the lower F#-A to resolve the phrase.

"
The B-major arpeggio suggests Schubert’s “Die Böse Farbe” (from Die
Schöne Müllerin), which is not only in the same unusual key of B major
but also about the colour green.

"
Regardless of possible historical precedents, Uyeda’s multi-dimensional
transformation of word into song is clearly the work of an adept.
Lorna Crozier enthuses about Uyeda’s settings of her poetry: “Leslie has
been able to hear the cadences of my poems. She gets it and slips it
sideways into the most stunning music for instruments and singing voice.
She's given my words another house to live in, all the windows open wide,
light pouring in. She translates what I've written into the language of piano
and clarinet, into the breath and vocal conjugations of a soprano. The
poems love it! I love it! What more can I say?”
In her instrumental writing, Uyeda also exhibits an ability to revisit,
recombine, and reinterpret. “Her Lullaby for Maya” for flute and piano
8
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retains a traditional rocking triple metre reinforced by harmony that
alternates between F major and E diminished chord over a drone F. But
the supple, quasi-improvised flute line and irregular phrase lengths give
Uyeda’s lullaby a spontaneous, drifting feeling. The flute soars to a
climactic high E at the midpoint of the piece and then makes its way
downward while a gentle Bb chord makes its only appearance, pulsing
gently for ten bars. Uyeda sustains the tension by returning to the Edim/F
chord during the flute’s stepwise descent, echoed by the delicately
sparkling piano. Finally at bar 89, the F chord returns, grounded this time
by a deep bass F. At this point, according to Maya’s parents, baby Maya
(displaying her sophisticated grasp of musical form) invariably falls asleep.
Whether Maya’s response is natural or cultural is a moot point. Uyeda’s
concerns lie elsewhere, in giving voice to those whose voices have been
suppressed, and in getting to the heart of the human condition. This has
led to a remarkable collaboration with Crozier, best described by Crozier
herself:
Leslie asked me if I'd be interested in exploring a relationship
between a mother and daughter. I said, "No," because I'd recently
completed a memoir in which I said I'd written extensively about my
own mother and felt I had nothing more to say.
Then I went home, and a few days later sent her sixteen pages of a
mother/daughter dialogue. She'd planted a seed that burrowed into
my heart and brain and wouldn't let go. While I wrote it, unlike in
the writing of my other poems, I had a musical score running in my
head. Ordinarily, I read every line of my poems out loud over and
over again until I get the sound right. This time I sang (under my
breath) the lines. I imagined crescendos, sotto voces, and pauses.
Of course the music that existed only in my head and that led me
through the dialogue bore no resemblance to what Leslie composed.
But the feeling of it, the emphasis, the softness or loudness, the shifts
in mood and tone paralleled what she ended up creating. I couldn't
have imagined, however, in my limited musical mind, the beauty, the
subtlety, the grace she brought to the words, layering each line with
extra force, extra power. I couldn't have come close to her brilliance.
She spun her magic to make the two women come to life on stage.
Her music makes the piece heartbreaking, vibrantly human,
haunting.
9
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The Uyeda/Crozier work Your Breath, My Breath: Dialogue for a Mother
and Daughter will be performed in Vancouver in June of this year. Crozier
adds, “She honours me and my writing with her talent, her amazing ear,
her loving and particular attention. We understand each other; our art
understands each other.”
Kandinsky’s 1912 manifesto Concerning the Spiritual in Art set the agenda
for twentieth-century art with its depiction of the artist as inevitably lonely
and misunderstood. In Uyeda’s music, by contrast, we see art in the service
of mutual understanding. And why not?!

Janet Danielson, ACWC/AFCC Treasurer, is a
composer whose works have been performed in England,
the U.S., and Canada by ensembles ranging from the
Vancouver Chinese Instrument Ensemble to the
Vancouver Symphony and CBC Radio Orchestras. She is
a composition professor at Simon Fraser University, BC.

Bruno Latour, We Have Never Been Modern, translated by Catherine Porter (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University
Press, 1993), 75.
2
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A Love Letter to Edmonton Artists
Allison Balcetis
This issue’s guest performer article is by Allison Balcetis, an internationally
recognized contemporary saxophonist who has studied and collaborated with
artists from around the world.
Remember when it was common to have a quippy phrase in your “About
Me” section of your profile on Facebook? For a while mine was: “Living in
the G.W.N. since moving from Bordeaux. Muttering curse words through
my scarf as I try to find alternate sources of vitamin D now that 4:00 pm
sunsets are my reality. Oh well, here’s hopin’.” Edmonton has been my
home since 2007 when I started my Doctorate in Music Performance at the
University of Alberta. The one thing that drew me to the city was the
prospect of studying saxophone with the person who would be my
supervisor—William Street. Gradually I made connections with artists of
different disciplines, especially dance and improvisation. It has been
twelve years thus far and I feel very fortunate to be a part of the arts
communities of Edmonton, which is my focus here. This is my love letter
to Edmonton’s artists.
During my doctorate, I was deeply involved in a saxophone quartet based
in Chicago. Although long-distance ensembles are not unusual, I wasn’t
very invested in my local community of artists. When the quartet
disbanded in 2014, I had the capacity to create locally and am now a
member of three ensembles:
•

UltraViolet: a quartet with pianist Roger Admiral, flautist Chenoa
Anderson, cellist Amy Nicholson and saxophone. We are named after
Violet Archer, a composition professor who used to live and teach in
Edmonton in the 1960s and 70s.

•

damn magpies: an improvisation sextet with flautist Chenoa Anderson,
percussionist Mark Segger, vocalist Jane Berry, electronic musician
Scott Smallwood, and “found oddities” player Ian Crutchley.

•

Edmonton Saxophone Quartet with Charles Stolte, Raymond Baril and
Chee Meng Low—all of whom are saxophone professors at universities
in Alberta.
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Left to right: UltraViolet (Nicolson, Admiral, Anderson, Balcetis), photographer: Levi Manchak

UltraViolet formed in 2013 originally as a larger in-house ensemble for
New Music Edmonton (NME) and now exists under its own steam in this
quartet formation. The impetus was mainly to start a group of people who
loved contemporary music and who wouldn’t bat an eyelash at the
demands and aesthetics of contemporary music. Another reason was
because Edmonton—a city of just under one million people—didn’t have a
dedicated new music chamber ensemble yet! Pushing forward under this
instrumentation, we quickly realized there was little to no preexisting
repertoire for the group. Duos and trios? Yes, lots. We were, thus, tasked
with building the repertoire from the ground up, starting with some
indeterminate scores and smaller chamber pieces. Most recently we won a
grant to commission Evelin Ramón, Anna Pidgorna and Monica Pearce in
2018 which propelled our group forward. Ramón’s work is an irreverent
commentary on social media and the world “I.R.L.” Pearce takes sounds
associated with travelling (trains and planes) and—with some really lovely
spectral influences—turns it into meditative music. Pidgorna’s refers to the
traditional Irish practice of mourning the dead which can be heard in the
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UltraViolet concert in Edmonton, photographer: Jason Tran

Irish harmonies and rhythm as well as devastating phrases. We’re excited
to present music videos of these works in Spring 2019!
What I’m learning as an outsider who now calls Edmonton home is that
Edmonton artists are eager to collaborate in ways that are obvious and
vital to a thriving arts community (e.g., the symphony, opera, ballet,
universities, etc.), but also in more unexpected ways. In other words, we
are constrained by some factors and invigorated by others. Appropriate
venues are a perennial problem in terms of the perfect size and price.
Consequently, shows are often produced in non-ideal circumstances, but
they tend to yield a sort of lovely avant-garde lemonade-from-lemons
experience! To illustrate, I co-curated a two-year project called SubArctic
Improv which was hosted by Mile Zero Dance, another major hub of
contemporary performance art. In MZD’s space—a former storefront and
yoga studio—I and my partner, Jen Mesch, curated monthly cohorts of
artists from dance, music, visual, and textual art communities. We would
improvise together in a seamless show, morphing from one brief
performance to another, often overlapping practices. The constraints of
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the room size and budget made us think of ways to practice in economical
ways. The spirit of the series allowed for artists to innovate (for example:
textual and visual artists performing for the first time; musicians moving,
dancers making sound, etc.). This was a fertile ground that encouraged
new partnerships to develop.
Another constraining factor on the arts scene is Edmonton’s geographic
isolation. Because my job at the university anchors me in Edmonton for
the majority of the year, many of my projects are local. However, there are
no lack of collaborators! Two of my most frequent partners are flautist
Chenoa Anderson and percussionist Mark Segger. All three of us are in
damn magpies together—the aforementioned improv sextet—and are in a
seven-piece folk-rock band that is kind of in its nascent stages at this point.
I work with Chenoa in UltraViolet and on the board of NME (she’s their
General Manager and I'm their President). I also see Mark Segger at the
university where he is earning his PhD in composition. These kinds of
overlapping Venn diagrams are a major component of performance art in
Edmonton. Given all these ways of interacting, combined with other
disciplines who also seek collaboration, much of my work involves mixing
my music—improvised or composed—with other artists.
On the composed side of the coin, I’ve been fortunate to help foster the
next generation at the University of Alberta. I have premiered an estimated
thirty or forty compositions by undergrads and graduate students in our
department. This is one of my most cherished activities because it sows the
seeds for better informed future composers. If I had space in this article, I
could go on about the long history of the saxophone and its struggle to be
“accepted” by composers, but I will restrain myself! My process with these
students usually includes presenting in a composition seminar the various
saxophones and illustrating the vast capabilities of the instrument, along
with suggestions for practical notation. At the end of the semester, the
students’ work culminates in a public concert. From this environment, I’ve
made lasting partnerships with former student composers like Colin
Labadie and André Mestre, both of whom have since moved away. Labadie
composed a saxophone quartet during his doctorate called Mojave that is
both really creative and frequently pleasing to most audiences. He also has
composed a truly great tenor saxophone solo, Strata, that has already
rooted itself into the core of the contemporary saxophone oeuvre. My work
with Brazilian-born André Mestre has yielded several saxophone works
and a co-production of a summer composition institute in his home state
14
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of São Paulo, Brazil. Along with chamber music and improvisation, this
process I undertake with composition students is one of the main pillars of
my artistic practice.
What ties all these activities together is that I feel a kindred connection
with people who get involved in the Edmonton new music “scene” and are
those looking for artistic connections in their new home. For me, it has
formed the basis of my chosen family here.

Allison Balcetis has given the world premieres of
over seventy new works in solo saxophone or chamber
ensemble. A champion of others’ art, she serves as the
President of New Music Edmonton and is a full time
lecturer at the University of Alberta in saxophone
performance and chamber music.
http://www.allisonbalcetis.com/
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Émergences (f. pl.): Concert de
musique contemporaine
Cinq nouvelles œuvres expérimentales par
des compositrices au Canada
Concert à Montréal: 31 juillet 2019, Galerie d’art le Livart. 20h30.
Concert à Toronto: 2 août 2019, Canadian Music Center. 20h.
Réseaux sociaux: @Emergencesﬂpl

Montreal & Toronto–Les musiciennes Canadiennes Sara Constant
(flûtiste) et An-Laurence Higgins (guitariste) et Innovations en
concert présenteront un concert unique constitué de cinq nouvelles
œuvres par des compositrices de Montréal et Toronto (Véronique
Girard, Gabrielle Harnois-Blouin, Shelley Marwood, Thais
Montanari et Lieke van der Voort).
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Le concert mêlera instruments, sons électroniques, vidéos, poésie
et mouvement, créant un monde éclectique dans lequel les musiciennes
savent naviguer avec aisance. Des pièces éthérées et méditatives côtoieront
d’autres canalisatrices et cathartiques; la modestie des pièces
instrumentales alternera avec l’ampleur des pièces multimédia;
l’esthétique précise et détaillée de l’écriture stricte contrastera avec la
liberté et la spontanéité de l’improvisation.
Chaque compositrice, à travers son œuvre, explore la profondeur des
relations humaines, que ce soit en s’inspirant de relations artistiques, de
solitude, d’espace ou de pression sociale. Émergences (f. pl.) se veut un
moment de rencontre avec les autres, avec l’art, mais surtout avec soimême.
En présentant exclusivement des œuvres par des compositrices,
Émergences (f. pl.) vise à répondre à la sous-exposition du travail
artistique des femmes en musique classique, à ouvrir un espace de
dialogue et de réflexion constructif au sein de la communauté et ainsi à
participer activement à la transformation des mentalités vers des idéaux
paritaires en création artistique.
Sara Constant et An-Laurence Higgins sont actives sur la scène de musique
contemporaine en tant que solistes et chambristes. Elles ont présenté et
donné la première de plusieurs œuvres de musique de chambre
contemporaine conjointement depuis 2016.

Concert à Montreal : 31 juillet 2019, à 20h30
Galerie d’art Le Livart
3980, Rue Saint-Denis, station Sherbrooke
Concert à Toronto : 2 août 2019, à 20h
Canadian Music Center
20 St Joseph St, station Wellesley
Contact
An-Laurence Higgins
anlaurence.higgins@gmail.com
514-999-1242
17
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Émergences (f. pl.): Contemporary
Music Concert
Five New Experimental Works by Canadian
Women Composers
Montreal concert: July 31st, Galerie d’art le Livart. 8:30 pm.
Toronto concert: August 2nd, Canadian Music Center. 8:00 pm.
Social medias: @Emergencesfpl

Montreal & Toronto–Canadian musicians Sara Constant (flautist) and
An-Laurence Higgins (guitarist) and Innovations en concert will
present a unique concert consisting of five new works by women
composers from Montreal and Toronto (Véronique Girard, Gabrielle
Harnois-Blouin, Shelley Marwood, Thais Montanari and Lieke
van der Voort).

18
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The concert mixes instruments, electronics, video, poetry and
movement, creating an eclectic world in which Sara and An-Laurence
know how to navigate with ease. Some pieces will be ethereal and
meditative, others will be cathartic; the modesty of instrumental pieces
will contrast with the breadth of multimedia pieces; the precise and
detailed aesthetic alternates with the freedom and spontaneity of
improvisation.
Each composer, through her work, explores the depths of human
relationships. Inspiration came from subjects such as relationships within
the arts, loneliness, physical interactions, or social pressure. Émergences
(f. pl.) aims to create a meeting place with others, with art, but especially
with oneself.
In presenting exclusively works by women composers, Émergences (f. pl.)
wishes to respond to the under-exposure of women’s artistic
work in classical music, to open a space for dialogue and constructive
reflection within the community, and therefore to actively participate for
the transformation of mentalities towards parity ideals in artistic creation.
Sara Constant and An-Laurence Higgins are active soloists and chamber
musicians dedicated to new music. They have presented and premiered
several contemporary chamber music works together since 2016.

Montreal concert on July 31st, 2019 at 8:30 pm
Galerie d’art Le Livart
3980, Saint-Denis Street, Sherbrooke subway station
Toronto concert on August 2nd, 2019 at 8:00 pm
Canadian Music Center
20 St Joseph St, Wellesley subway station
Contact
An-Laurence Higgins
anlaurence.higgins@gmail.com
514-999-1242
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Foreverdark: A First-time
Collaborative Approach
Bekah Simms
In the spring of 2018, I was approached by the music director and
conductor of Esprit Orchestra, Alex Pauk, to write a new work for their
New Wave Reprise concert. At the time, I was on a nostalgic listening kick,
revisiting albums that had been influential to me as a teenager in the midaughts. Albums such as System of a Down’s self-titled album, Bathory’s
Nordland, and Strapping Young Lad’s Alien were on repeat. During my
initial meeting with Alex, I pitched a work that I felt could incorporate this
recent musical re-obsession: Foreverdark, a concertino for amplified cello
with live electronics. It would incorporate the chamber orchestra-subset of
the ensemble being utilized for this particular concert. I was prepared for
him to say no as this request was considerably high-maintenance and not
within the confines of the original commission. This meant hiring an
additional soloist, tech director, and a live electronics performer. However,
Alex required little persuasion to get on board. I told him I wanted to work
with Amahl Arulanandam—an exceptional cellist and fellow metalhead
with experience playing amplified cello, living in Toronto.
Once the excitement over confirming the commission had passed, I
realized that I had pitched a work that was well beyond the scope of
anything I had composed before in several ways.
Firstly, it required (by my design) the integration of fairly unrelated
musical materials. My work almost exclusively uses fragmented quotation
as a building block for musical material, but usually from a single song or
melody. With Foreverdark, on the other hand, I wanted to use a handful of
tiny fragments from each of the aforementioned bands using multiple
songs. While they are each under the general umbrella of the “metal”
genre, the number of subgenres within metal is frankly dizzying and each
genre can sound distinctly different. While the title comes from the song
Foreverdark Woods from the band Bathory—whose output spans lofi
black metal to Viking metal to almost folk music—it wasn't the sole focus.
There were just as many quotes from industrial metal band Strapping
Young Lad and nu metal/alternative metal band System of a Down. The
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task of creating a cohesive whole seemed daunting. The task of creating a
cohesive whole seemed daunting.
Secondly, I had never worked with a soloist in a concerto context before. In
addition to the musical whole having to be satisfying, I felt it important
that the soloist’s part had to be multi-dimensional. The soloist had to
sound absolutely crucial, interesting, virtuosic and reflective of the musical
interests that had formed the “hook” of the piece. The cello part had to be
“metal” but also balanced with a sense obfuscation and then revelation of
this “metal”-ness. It also had to be rewarding to play, something a soloist
would want to tackle. Importantly, it had to simply work from a technical
standpoint. Since the soloist is the only amplified/processed instrument in
the ensemble, a lot of the character and colour of the piece depended on
the technical processes being effective and present during the
performance. Which bring me to…
Thirdly, and most challengingly, Foreverdark is my first piece that
integrates the use of live electronics processing. Considering the eightmonth commission timeline, I knew that I didn’t have the time to learn
and design the processing myself on top of composing the actual music.
(Although I commend anyone who manages this type of technical skill
acquisition in tandem with the composition process–I don’t know how you
do it!) Instead, I included a programmer and technical designer in my
commission grant, which allowed me to work with my good friend, Dan
Tapper. Dan would work on designing and implementing sound
processing throughout the piece. I knew that I wanted a flexible MAX
patch that would work like a guitar pedal rig, with adjustable and variable
reverbs, delays, harmonizers, distortions, spectral processes and granular
synthesis. Having written for electric guitar before, I similarly composed
the music with broad ideas of the types of signal processing I wanted to
utilize. I marked in the score things like “very long tap delay with light
distortion” and other non-specific colour indications. I was hoping to
decide on specific parameters through actually hearing them with the
soloist.
Up until this point, I mostly considered myself a composer of chamber
music. There was usually a substantial rehearsal process in this
environment. As I increasingly write for orchestra, I am realizing that its
differences are perhaps most apparent in the rehearsal timelines. These
time constraints became extremely clear with Foreverdark, which received
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an hour of rehearsal the day before the concert along with a dress
rehearsal on the day of. With the considerable technical requirements and
intricacy of the solo part, Amahl, Dan and I decided to take advantage of us
all living in the same city. We rehearsed, revised and tested the patch
extensively in the months leading up to the concert. The number of
triggered cues went from nine to over twenty. There was, of course, no
budget for these sessions—they were done because of the desire for this
piece to succeed in performance and because the challenge simply couldn’t
be tackled by myself. While I could test the patch with my voice or other
household instruments, it reacted in special and sometimes unpredictable
ways with the cello that required me to hear the material from Amahl. Dan
also provided rigorous technical support. He worked out a system for
Amahl to both page turn his music on his iPad and separately trigger cues
from the patch entirely wirelessly. The footwork and triggering were one of
our most rehearsed routines as Amahl didn’t have the audio setup at home
to rehearse with the electronics without Dan and I. (This was something I
didn’t quite consider at the time of composition.)

Left to right: Dan Taper, Amahl Arulanandam, Bekah Simms, photographer: Stephen Hobe
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More than once, I thought about the impossibility of this whole format and
process. If I were writing this work for a soloist and orchestra in a different
city or country, how on earth could it work within the standard orchestral
rehearsal timeline? With the soloist only hearing the processed version of
their part days before the performance? I still don’t have an answer for
that. This is part of why I’m so grateful that Alex gave me the go-ahead to
follow a specific (and costly!) vision with collaborators who were willing
and able to regularly meet and revise. While there were composition
challenges related to quotation integration and first-time concerto writing,
these challenges could be tackled more-or-less independently in my
composition studio. The third challenge–the use of live electronics based
on digital signal processing–was one that couldn’t be faced alone. It made
me understand the value of finding and working with musical
collaborators.
Collaboration historically hasn’t been a huge part of my musical practice.
Most of my work has involved pre-composition score study followed by the
production of a score that was delivered to the ensemble. There would be
relatively little communication between myself and the group until close to
the performance. This process came from my sense that a given piece was
designed for a collection of sound-makers or instruments that could be
produced by any other collection of the same sound-makers or
instruments. In this kind of practice, I was inspired by the inherent sonic
possibilities rather than the specific individuals making them. A
commission would not change if the ensemble was switched for another
with the same instrumentation. While I still find satisfaction in that kind of
process, my experience with Foreverdark has piqued my interest in the
possibilities that close collaboration affords. The knowledge shared in
collaborations can’t be found in a solitary studio. Within this type of
partnership, there is ongoing revision towards a better-constructed and
ultimately more effective musical work. The understanding of individual
musical impulses can be integrated into a piece to create a more personal
work best suited to a performer’s specific strengths.
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Alex Pauk, Amahl Arulanandam, Bekah Simms, photographer: Malcolm Cook

The result of Foreverdark was intense. Even on the day of the concert, I
was overwhelmed and concerned about the piece coming across in a way
that would do justice to the additional work put in by Amahl and Dan. If I
was some anonymous composer without a personal working relationship
with these two collaborators, these extra hours of rehearsal at my home
studio would be unfathomable. Ultimately, I was ecstatic (not to mention
relieved!) with the performance and the archival recording, despite a
higher-than-usual pre-concert anxiety level. After the premiere, I not only
felt grateful for Dan, Amahl and Esprit, but I also felt less of a sense of
“ownership” over the work and its perceived success than for any previous
piece. Instead, I felt a sense of shared responsibility and reward. This postconcert high was a shared experience because we all had a significant stake
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in and share of the work. Our friendship as a trio had translated to a
fruitful, meaningful artistic working relationship—something that isn’t
always guaranteed when working with friends for the first time! This
experience bolstered my confidence in my ability to work with
collaborators in bringing a shared vision to life. It has made me realize that
composition isn’t always–and shouldn’t necessarily be–as isolated and
independent as it frequently has been for me. For now, though, I’m back to
the lonely studio for more orchestral writing, but optimistically
daydreaming about the next opportunity to work so closely with
wonderful, sensitive and generous collaborators.

Bekah Simms is a Toronto-based composer whose
work acts as a confluence of popular and classical art
forms, employing the distortion and revelation of
quoted popular music materials in a contemporary
classical context. Recent recognitions include a
nomination for the 2019 JUNO Award for Classical
Composition of the Year and the William and Phyllis
Waters Graduating Award from the University of
Toronto, the highest honour for a graduating student
from the Faculty of Music.
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New Member Proﬁles
Sara Constant
Sara Constant is a flautist from Toronto,
working with a special interest in
contemporary and experimental music.
Sara completed her Bachelor’s degree in
music at the University of Toronto,
followed by an MA in musicology at the
University of Amsterdam. She currently
works as a freelance flautist, a writer and
editor at The WholeNote magazine, a
curator at the Music Gallery, and a coorganizer of the Toronto Creative Music Lab (TCML)—a summer new
music workshop for early-career performers, composers, and ensembles.
Active as a soloist, improviser and ensemble musician, Sara is a flautist in
the 2018-2020 edition of CoPeCo—a program co-hosted by institutions in
Tallinn (EMTA), Stockholm (KMH), Lyon (CNSMD), and Hamburg
(HfMT), focused on experimental performance, electronics, improvisation,
and interdisciplinary practice. There, her recent projects have included
contemporary chamber music performances in Tallinn and Stockholm, the
development of new solo works for amplified flute and electronics, and
tours in spring 2019 to Finland and Italy playing free improvised music.
In the coming months, Sara is looking forward to performing at the
SPLICE Institute in Kalamazoo, Michigan, as well as upcoming concerts in
July and August for Émergences (f. pl.)—a duo commissioning project with
guitarist An-Laurence Higgins, rooted in collaboration with early-career
women composers in Toronto and Montreal.
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An-Laurence Higgins
An-Laurence Higgins est une guitariste
basée à Montréal œuvrant comme
soliste et chambriste en musique
contemporaine. Ses récentes
performances incluent un récital solo
pour la Société de Guitare d’Ottawa
ainsi que deux premières de nouvelles
œuvres lors du concert issu de l’atelier
de composition Class Axe dirigé par le
Centre de musique Canadienne. AnLaurence est diplômée de l’Université de
Montréal en interprétation classique et poursuit actuellement des études
en arts technologiques au sein de la même institution.
An-Laurence s’investit en musique contemporaine et collabore
régulièrement avec plusieurs compositeurs pour la création d’œuvres pour
guitare avec électroniques, vidéos, ou éléments théâtraux. Elle a interprété
plusieurs premières d’œuvres pour guitare seule ou ensemble, notamment
Me and the Girls Inside the Boxes pour guitare, électroniques et vidéos
(Thais Montanari, 2018), Almost Touching pour guitare, vidéos et gorge
amplifiée (Kim Farris-Manning, 2019), Berceuse pour guitare, chaise
berçante et objets trouvés (Maxime Daigneault, 2017), ou Systems pour
quintette et électroniques (Lieke van der Voort, 2017).
An-Laurence s’est perfectionnée entre autres au Toronto Creative Music
Lab, au Tenor’s Performer Lab, au Waterloo Region Contemporary Music
Sessions et au Tafelmusik Baroque Summer en tant que luthiste. En 2018,
elle a été choisie comme mentore pour l’atelier de composition Class Axe
par le Canadian Music Center. Active dans sa communauté, elle s’implique
en tant qu’organisatrice au sein du Laboratoire de Musique
Contemporaine de Montréal.
À l’été 2019, An-Laurence présentera le concert Émergences (f. pl.), un
projet qu’elle dirige et produit constitué de cinq nouvelles œuvres pour
flûte (Sara Constant) et guitare (elle-même) commandées exclusivement à
des compositrices au Canada. Le concert sera présenté à Montréal (31
juillet) et Toronto (2 août).
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En 2019-2020, An-Laurence interprétera les premières de deux œuvres
multimédias pour ensemble produites par Code d’accès à Montréal et
donnera une prestation solo pour le 21C guitar fest à Ottawa.

An-Laurence Higgins is a Montreal-based guitarist, working as a soloist
and chamber musician in contemporary music. Recent performances
include a solo recital for the Ottawa Guitar Society and two premieres of
new works for the Class Axe composition workshop run by the Canadian
Music Centre. An-Laurence holds a B.Mus in classical performance from
the Université de Montréal and is currently pursuing an arts and
technology program as a graduate student at the same institution.
An-Laurence is dedicated to contemporary music and regularly
collaborates with composers for the creation of new works with
electronics, visuals, or theatrical elements. She premiered many works for
solo guitar or ensemble, such as Me and the Girls Inside the Boxes for
guitar, electronics and video (Thais Montanari, 2018), Almost Touching
for guitar, videos and amplified throat (Kim Farris-Manning, 2019),
Berceuse for guitar, rocking chair and found objects (Maxime Daigneault,
2017), and Systems for quintet and electronics (Lieke van der Voort, 2017).
An-Laurence has been selected to participate, among others, at the
Toronto Creative Lab (2016 and 2017), the Tenor Performers’ Lab (2018),
the Waterloo Region Contemporary Sessions (2017) and the Tafelmusik
Baroque Summer Institute as a lutenist. In 2018, she was chosen to
mentor a composer as part of the Class Axe composition workshop by the
Canadian Music Center. Active in her community, An-Laurence is an
organizer for the Montreal Contemporary Music Lab since 2017.
In Summer 2019, An-Laurence will present Émergences (f. pl.), a concert
project she directed and produced consisting of five new works for flute
(Sara Constant) and guitar (herself) commissioned exclusively to women
composers in Canada. The concert will be presented in Montreal on July 31
and Toronto on August 2nd.
Performances for the 2019-2020 season include the creation of two
multimedia/theatrical works for an ensemble in Montreal supported by
Code d’accès as well as a solo performance at the 21C Guitar Festival in
Ottawa.
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Patricia Morehead
Patricia Morehead started her musical
journey in Grade Seven on the recorder.
The teacher of the class was the principal
oboist from the Winnipeg Symphony. The
duck was her favourite character in the
story by Prokofiev from the age of five.
She didn’t start her formal studies as an
oboist until the age of twenty, after
studying chemistry, physics and math at
the University of Manitoba. Women at that
time were told they were not strong
enough to play oboe. She was the second
woman to be accepted into the Paris Conservatory oboe class and focused
on oboe until the age of 39. She began to study composition with Dr.
Samuel Dolin at the Royal Toronto Conservatory of Music, where she was
teaching oboe and chamber music. She completed a PhD in Composition
at the University of Chicago in 1995.
Patricia has founded several contemporary music initiatives, including the
Canadian Contemporary Music Workshop in Toronto and the CUBE
Contemporary Chamber Ensemble in Chicago. She is a Past-President of
IAWM (their first non-American president); President of AWC, Mid-West;
Past-President of NEMO (New European Music Overseas).
She has composed over a hundred compositions for solo instruments,
vocal and instrumental chamber music, orchestral music, an opera and
music for film.
As a mother of three children and ten grandchildren, she has a very
supportive husband, who was Assistant Conductor of the Lyric Opera of
Chicago and Head of Music Staff for many years. They now live in Dwight,
Ontario on the Lake of Bays.
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Evelyn Stroobach
Evelyn Stroobach is a professional
musician and an award winning, published
composer. Stroobach has won regional,
national and international awards for her
works. Recently, Stroobach was honoured
in the Senate and the House of Commons
at the Houses of Parliament in Ottawa for
her participation as composer on the newly
released Aboriginal Inspirations CD.
Stroobach’s compositions have been
performed in Canada, the United States,
South America, Europe (Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, France, Germany,
Italy, Moldova, the Netherlands, Poland, Romania, Switzerland and
Ukraine) and Asia. Her orchestral works have been performed by the
Czech Philharmonic in Prague, the Zabrze Philharmonic in Poland,
Camerata Europaea: Orchestra of the European Union in Berlin, the
Ukrainian State Symphony Orchestra in Kiev, the Kharkov Philharmonic
Orchestra in Ukraine, the National Philharmonic of Romania, Oradea
Philharmonic Orchestra of Romania, the Ploiesti State Philharmonic of
Romania, the Bacau Philharmonic of Romania, the Constanta Symphony
Orchestra of Romania, the Pleven State Philharmonic of Bulgaria, the
National Symphony Orchestra of Teleradio-Moldova in Chisinau,
Moldova, the Karaganda State Symphony Orchestra in Kazakhstan, the
Tutti Maestro Orchestra of Venezuela, the Eddy Snijders Orchestra of
Suriname, the Thunder Bay Symphony Orchestra of Canada, the North
Bay Symphony of Canada, the Hamilton Philharmonic Orchestra of
Canada, the Ottawa Symphony Orchestra and the Thirteen Strings of
Ottawa, Canada. Her works have also been aired on radio stations around
the world.
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Lieke van der Voort
Composer and vocalist Lieke van der Voort
was born in The Netherlands and moved to
Toronto in 2009. Her works focus heavily
on improvisation and unconventional vocal
use. Lieke’s roots lie in combining jazz, new
music and all aspects of the human voice.
Lieke frequently uses her own text in her
pieces, confronting the emotionalpsychological impact of ongoing social
issues. Her work has been described as
emotionally complex, raw and honest.
Current pieces include Mother’s Tongue
(Soundstreams ECW), Endings (Jumblies Theatre), center, unrestrained
(PIVOT, Continuum Contemporary Music), IAMTHERIBCAGE (Thin
Edge New Music Collective) and Thought Replacement Worksheet
(Émergences).
Her voice can be heard in the ensemble The Band Named Crow. She is also
featured on Veryan Weston’s Make; Schafer’s Apocalypsis; soundtracks of
movies The VVitch, Clara, Tumbbad and In the Tall Grass and various
Tanya Tagaq shows with Christine Duncan's Element Choir. Lieke also
leads and vocalizes in Kontraband Kollektif, an art music collective, with
its debut EP Atropos having been released in January 2018.
Lieke was selected as a composer for Toronto Creative Music Lab 2017,
Soundstreams Emerging Composer Workshop 2018 (under the
mentorship of David Lang and James Rolfe), PIVOT 2018/19 (under the
mentorship of Juliet Palmer) and participated at Banff’s International
Workshop in Jazz and Creative Music, where she studied under the
guidance of Vijay Iyer, Tyshawn Sorey and Okkyung Lee. Her works have
been supported by Canada Council of the Arts and Ontario Arts Council.
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The Essay: BBC Radio 3 “Inspiring
Women”
Nicola LeFanu
We have a guest article by British composer Nicola Lefanu, taken from a
public lecture she gave in 2016 on BBC Radio 3 (with permission).
I once said that composing was like breathing: the essential rhythm of my
life. But inspiration is very different. I can choose to inhale extra deeply,
but I can’t choose to be inspired, any more than choosing to inspire
someone. It’s involuntary; you can’t summon inspiration, but later, you
may recognize that it has visited. The most poetic description is
Hildegard’s: she was “a feather on the breath of God.”
I owe a great deal to the people who’ve inspired me, but I was seldom
aware of it at the time. My mother, the composer Elizabeth Maconchy,
remains a great inspiration; but as a child, I took her completely for
granted. I thought that composing music was simply a natural thing to do.
It certainly never occurred to me that it was an unusual activity for a
woman; her closest friends were the Welsh composer Grace Williams and
the Irish composer Ina Boyle.
It was only when I was an undergraduate at Oxford that I began to see
things differently. We had to read enormous tomes, all written by men. In
Bukofzer’s Music in the Baroque Era, I read in a footnote that the first
opera-ballet was composed by Francesca Caccini. I thought, “Hang on! If
this was a first, why is she just a footnote?”
Inspiration is very different from influence. I’m influenced by music of
many kinds, and in all sorts of ways, technical ways: how my students use
spectral harmony, how Mozart uses vocal tessitura or lays out registral
space, how large rhythmic structures underpin Javanese gamelan.
The inspiration that came from my mother, much as I now love her music,
was about being a composer: her independence, her energy and the
standards she demanded of herself. Her career began brilliantly and ended
with honours, but when I was young she was often overlooked and
patronized. Yet she didn’t waver in her tenacity and absolute commitment
to her work.
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In the evening, my parents always listened to the Third Programme,
another inspiration. I remember when I was very small, our ancient
wireless was replaced by a radiogram. I thought that inside this handsome
cabinet was a tiny man, alive, talking and putting on records; I imagined
him wearing what I—a country child—called “a London suit”. Later I asked
my mother his name and she said, “Alvar Liddell”. But I heard it wrongly,
and for years I thought it was Alvarly Deo–the BBC as the voice of God.
Composing for me is a very solitary act, and yet music is a social art. So
when I think about inspiration, I think of the performers I’ve worked with.
I love rehearsals: nothing beats hearing music brought to life. In 1973, I
wrote a big orchestral piece for the Proms, The Hidden Landscape. At the
BBC Symphony’s first rehearsal, I was so thrilled that into my head came
the whole of my next orchestral piece, Columbia Falls, for the CBSO.
That was marvellous, but there are more modest inspirations that are no
less important. After I left the Royal College of Music in 1969, I was
freelancing, and did some teaching at Morley College. For a year I played
in an improvisation group that met every week and we had an active music
theatre group that gave endless opportunities for exploring stagecraft. That
had always been part of my life–as a child I wrote plays and directed my
friends in them–but now I had the opportunity to explore the relationship
between music and physical gesture.
Those explorations have continued to bear fruit ever since, from
Antiworld, which was staged in 1972, to Tokaido Road, which Okeanos
premiered at the Cheltenham Festival in 2014.
I also became increasingly fascinated by exploring the continuum that
leads from the speaking voice to the singing voice. I was hugely struck by
the Korean medium of P’ansori, which I heard performed both here and in
the States. These long music dramas have just two performers: a drummer,
and a single female singer who plays all the parts: a young prince, an old
king, a wicked step-mother, or whatever. She uses a vocal range of a couple
of octaves, and her voice can do anything. It sings, it sighs, it calls, speaks
or whispers. P’ansori was both an influence and an inspiration, and it led
later to my monodrama The Old Woman of Beare, for soprano and
ensemble. I wrote it as a concert work, which is how it’s always been
performed here; but when it was done in Korea, it was staged.
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I’ve been composing for at least half a century, so inevitably the musicians
who have inspired me are too numerous to list. But there are standout
names, people with whom I made music early on and have become lifelong
colleagues. I think of the soprano Jane Manning, for whom I wrote the solo
scena But Stars Remaining in 1972; or the conductor Odaline de la
Martinez, who has championed the premieres and recordings of many of
my works. The clarinettist Ian Mitchell, director of Gemini, who has been
committed to programming my music for over thirty years.
An unexpected encounter came in 1982 when I met the late John Edward
Kelly, a virtuoso saxophonist. I didn’t want to write for sax, and kept
resisting the invitation to meet. Eventually I gave in, and we met in the
basement of Novello’s offices in Soho. A carpenter was at work, drilling
shelves, fortissimo. We politely asked for a break so John could play for
me; no answer, another drill crescendo. Finally it transpired that the
carpenter was deaf- mute; with smiles all round he cut the drill and John
began to play me the most beautiful microtonal melodies. I was hooked,
and went on to write him a concerto, as well as a work for the Rascher
saxophone quartet and a solo piece.
My friendships with composers have nourished me across the years. My
teachers, Jeremy Dale Roberts, when I was a teenager, and Earl Kim, when
I was on a Harkness Fellowship in the States, they lived music, they
illuminated music for me as no academic ever has. And then at Dartington
summer school I met the composers who became my closest friends:
Gillian Whitehead, Erika Fox, Janice Hamer. And closest of all, at the
SPNM Composers Weekend of 1972, I met my future husband, David
Lumsdaine. With David, it’s not only been a profound musical journey, but
also the shared delight of our explorations in the natural world.
One of the big changes in my lifetime has been the advent of women in
powerful positions in the musical world. I owe a big debt to such people,
because of my eight operas, five came into being because of enlightened
women.
I’m thinking of Irene Macdonald, who introduced me to the poet Kevin
Crossley-Holland and commissioned our children’s opera The Green
Children for the 1990 Kings Lynn Festival; Jules Wright, who
commissioned and directed Blood Wedding for the Women’s Playhouse
Trust; Sheila Colvin, at the Aldeburgh Festival, where The Wildman had its
premiere in 1995.
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Moving on, my church opera Light Passing, was staged in the beautiful
mediaeval setting of St Margaret’s Walmgate, in York, thanks to Delma
Tomlin, Director of the National Centre for Early Music. In 2011, Odaline
de la Martinez commissioned and conducted Dream Hunter, first touring
it and then bringing it to London.
Most recently, I’ve been working with Kate Romano, musician and
entrepreneur extraordinaire. Kate brought to fruition one of my most
fulfilling collaborations, the music theatre piece Tokaido Road, a Journey
after Hiroshige. These people I’ve named are inspiring women indeed.
I can never resist writing for singers, but it’s the collaborative nature of
opera as a medium that I love. Some of my happiest times have been
working with librettists and directors. Its not always plain sailing; I
designed my first opera, Dawnpath, to be staged in the round, but the
premiere was given in a proscenium arch theatre, and so, though very well
played and sung, it didn’t work.
The three productions since have all worked beautifully, directed
respectively by Rebecca Meitlis, Carmen Jakobi and Caroline Clegg, all
directors whom I’ve been fortunate to work with on my subsequent operas.
I think they understood Dawnpath in a way the original all-male team
didn’t, and I remain a bit suspicious of all-male or all-women teams: a mix
is better.
Talking about men and women in this way can be dangerous: you can’t
combat sexism with sexism. But it was important to me in the 1980s to
campaign for a better deal for women composers, because that decade–
Margaret Thatcher’s decade–was a bad decade for women. My
contemporaries and I had had such fantastic opportunities in the 60s, but
now, for our students, the openings weren’t there.
We are still in an age of transition in 2016, so the need to create change
still matters to me; the world of new music is so small that power lies in
very few hands and unwitting complacency or prejudice often creep in.
Still, right now there are lots of gifted composers who are female and
getting work, and I rejoice that there is so much activity and success in this
new generation.
There’s a special inspiration, too, in following the careers of my former
students. Teaching composition has something in common with raising a
child: it’s about giving people confidence to be themselves. Not in the
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sense of ego-building, quite the opposite: developing the confidence to be
fiercely self-critical and win (sic) to find their own voice, their own path.
It’s a privilege to have taught, for example, Sadie Harrison, whose
beautifully wrought music is inspired by her work with musicians from
Afghanistan, or the Irish composer Grainne Mulvey, with her superb, wild
orchestral pieces.
I’ve been lucky in my teaching opportunities. At Kings College London, I
had the chance to design a composition department from scratch, and
later, when David joined Kings, we had a job share, which was ideal. Being
invited to take the Chair of Music at the University of York meant leading a
department full of remarkable composers and performers, a place unique
for its emphasis on the making of music.
Teaching summer school in Ireland for over twenty-five years I’ve been
able to witness the development of an amazingly vital new music scene.
And throughout my career I’ve been involved in organizations that exist to
support new music—that kind of commitment has always been important
to me.
It’s not only people who have inspired me—much of my music has been
inspired by places. Mostly, I’ve lived in cities; in London for years, and
now in York, where I live by the river Ouse–well, almost in the Ouse.
Usually, though, I hear the first glimpses of my pieces when I’m out
walking, far from a city. It might be an empty strand in Ireland, it used to
be the North Norfolk coast; sometimes it’s my favourite haunts in the high
Pyrenees, in Catalonia. Gradually I sense the sound world and the shape of
the music that is to come, which I’ll discover in detail when I’m back
indoors.
Poetry has also informed the way I compose; it offers me a different way of
seeing the world. I love Kathleen Jamie’s work for that reason. Or these
lines by Anne Ridler:
Only the other side of pain
Can truth again be all I speak
Or I again possess
A saint’s hilarious carelessness.
Those lines are from a long poem she wrote after the birth of her son. They
resonate with me because after my son was born I had such a fruitful
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period of composing: the cantata Stranded on My Heart, and chamber
music, including my clarinet quintet, Invisible Places—works that must in
some way reflect my joy at having a child.
Poetry can also trigger a very direct response, leaping off the page and into
music. That was how I first encountered John Fuller’s work in the 1980s.
Since then, we’ve worked together on song cycles, on our opera Dream
Hunter about a Corsican mazzera, a young woman who can foresee death.
Right now, I’m setting words from his poem The Siege for a big work for
Rachel Nicholls and the BBC Symphony Orchestra.
People, places, poetry: but every day, music. Playing a Bach invention or a
Schubert song; making music with my son or listening to a brand new
piece by a colleague. It’s music itself that creates that essential breathingin which we call inspiration.
© Nicola LeFanu 2016

Nicola Lefanu has composed over a hundred works
which have been widely played, broadcast and
recorded. She has been commissioned by the BBC, by
festivals in UK and beyond, and by leading orchestras,
ensembles and soloists.
http://www.nicolalefanu.com/
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Creation and Growth Through the
Roberta Stephen Award
We take a look at the 2017-18 winners of the Roberta Stephen Award to hear
about their work that was funded by this award.
Gayle Young
Visiones Sonores is an annual festival of electroacoustic music held in
Morelia—an old colonial city northwest of Mexico City. It is organized by
Centro Mexicano para la Música y las Artes Sonaras (CMMAS) and its
fourteenth edition took place from September 26-29, 2018. I was invited
there to present a talk and play a piece in two concerts during the festival
and to return in February for two weeks in residence. For this residency, I
presented a full-length solo concert and work on new pieces in the wellequipped CMMAS studio, located in a beautiful former monastery with old
stone walls, bell towers, and courtyards.
Thanks to the financial assistance of the Roberta Stephen Award, I was
able to accept both invitations and bring my new instrument, the Allium,
which I designed and built to withstand the challenges of air travel. This
was the first time the instrument was shipped as baggage on a plane, and it
made the trip there and back, twice, with no damage.

Gayle Young’s 9-stringed instrument, the Allium
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In my talk, I outlined elements of tactility in our experience of sound with
reference to the ways our perception has changed in the era of electronic
sound creation and reproduction. The invitation to play my compositions
inspired me to complete two new pieces for the September festival and
four new ones for the concert in February. I played all but one of these as
solos on the Allium, accompanied by pre-recorded audio.

The Monastery in Morelia that is now a cultural centre where the residency took place

In addition to presenting my music, I met many composers whose work
was new to me. Tania Rubio described her cross-disciplinary creative
practice based on an ecology of knowledge that integrates pre-Columbian
technologies, bio-acoustics, field recording and other elements. Emma
Wilde described a system of graphic symbols she has developed to indicate
textural elements in scores for acoustic instruments. Emma notates details
of sound through this system, expanding on standard notation that
indicates only pitch and rhythm. When I returned to Morelia in February, I
met Luci Holland, from Edinburgh—who was in residence before me—and
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presented a concert soon after I arrived. Recently, I saw an article in the
Guardian about a group of artists healing Scottish peatlands through “deep
bog listening” and noticed that Luci is part of that project.
A strong connection has been built between CMMAS and Concordia
University in Montréal. Some students from Concordia presented their
work during the festival, and Ricardo dal Farra—who teaches there—has
undertaken extensive research in the history of electro-acoustics in Latin
and South America, providing comprehensive information online.
My lack of skill in Spanish did limit my social interaction and led to a
monastery-like residency period during which I concentrated on new
pieces and enjoyed the city. There are many old stone churches—each with
bells that still function—providing a rich sonic environment. One evening,
I stopped in the street to listen to a concert of bell sounds apparently
coming from all directions.
Amy Brandon
In 2017, I received a Roberta Stephen award to attend the BEAST FEaST
Electronic Music Festival at the University of Birmingham in the UK. My
goal was to present a concert of solo guitar and electronics to the audience
of British and international musicians and composers present at the
Festival. The University of Birmingham is well known as a leader in the
field of electroacoustic music, having previously hosted electronic music
pioneers such as Barry Truax, Carl Stone and BEAST pioneer Jonty
Harrison. This invitation represented the first opportunity to present my
work at an international festival since my graduation from MA
composition studies at the University of Ottawa in May, 2016. Presenting
in this forum—in addition to networking with other composers—
represented a significant step in my composition career.
The pieces I presented were Artificial Light and War Games from my 2016
album Scavenger. Prior to this album, I had not written electroacoustic
music, and so the invitation to present at BEAST FEaST meant that my
electronics work was being accepted as more than just the dabbling of an
outsider. Also, through this project I hoped to raise my visibility as a
Canadian composer as well as form connections and explore possible
future collaborations with other composers and musicians attending the
festival. At the festival, I did make a number of great connections with
American composers Yvette Jackson and Rachel Beetz, pianist and
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composer Ailis Ni Riain, as well as fellow Canadian Steven Naylor—a
former CEC President with whom I struck up a friendship, with us both
living in Nova Scotia.
The performance went well
despite travel delays ensuring I
arrived only hours before I was
set to perform. I received good
feedback and was emboldened
to apply again the following year
for an installation called
Hypervigilance, which also
received Canada Council for the
Arts funding. I would say that
the Roberta Stephen award
helped me significantly in both
practical and psychological
ways. Practically, it allowed me
to financially manage the trip.
Also, as someone who was
transitioning from a performance career to a compositional one, and as a
recent graduate, I was unsure of my footing in the compositional world.
The Roberta Stephen award and the chance to attend BEAST FEaST
helped me confirm that I was indeed on the right path. In particular, as a
woman changing careers later in life, I was extremely grateful that there
were awards for people like myself, who for one reason or another (some of
which are gender-based) mean that our careers start later, or develop more
slowly. I am sincerely grateful to have received this honour.
Veronika Krausas
I was one of the recipients of the Roberta Stephen award for professional
development while I was working on the music for Ghost Opera. This was
a project between the Old Trout Puppet Workshop, Calgary Opera and the
Banff Centre for Arts and Creativity. We just had our premiere in Banff
and the run at the Grand Theatre in Calgary.
The award helped to pay for one of the many trips I had back and forth
between Calgary and Los Angeles (where I live) to attend meetings
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developing the story and researching the singers and their ranges and
personalities!
Ghost Opera is inspired by a short anecdote in a letter that Pliny the
Younger describes a house, haunted by a spirit, that drives any residents to
madness or death. It is only when a philosopher moves in and discovers
the bones and gives them a proper burial that the house is released from
its spectre. The opera centres around Phillipa, a wealthy older woman, who
is murdered by her nephew for the house. He then tries to sell her house
after his aunt’s “entirely natural and timely death.”
She curses him and terrorizes the family that buys the house, eventually
getting rid of all the occupants including the family’s Pomeranian,
Barrington. Years later, the family manages to sell the house to a
philosopher who does not believe in ghosts...or thinks he doesn’t!

Phillipa, the ghostly heroine of the story from Ghost Opera, photographer: Jason Stang
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I was delighted to have the opportunity to
meet Roberta over the Christmas break
last year and spend some time with her.
She was one of the pioneers for women in
Canada in the composition field, certainly
leading the way for future generations.
Not only a musician and composer,
Roberta shared with me some of her
artworks. I loved her self-portrait that so
beautifully depicts her wonderful sense of
humour coupled with a strong artistic
sensibility.
After the matinee performance of the
opera in Calgary, there was a reception
for Roberta at the theatre honouring her
with awards from both the ACWC and the
Canadian Music Centre. I was so pleased
to be able to attend and help honour an
amazing woman and composer.

Roberta Stephen, Veronika Krausas, Kimberley Ann Bartczak (resident conductor of Calgary Opera & Ghost
Opera) at the reception of the premiere of Ghost Opera
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Report from the IAWM
Diane Berry
In June of this year, the International Alliance for Women in Music will
join with Feminist Theory and Music for a conference in Boston,
Massachusetts. It will be held at the Berklee School of Music and is in
association with Berklee's Institute of Jazz and Gender Justice, and the
Office of Academic Affairs. The IAWM holds its conference every three or
four years with concerts being held in the intervening years.
The conference will bring together composers, performers, scholars,
innovators, and improvisers. Both Feminist and Music Theory and the
IAWM include women musicians working in various fields and disciplines
within music. At the conference, there will be wonderful speakers
including composers Terri Lyne Carrington and Lainie Fefferman. Other
speakers include Eileen Hays and Judy Tsou who are from other fields
such as education, research, and technology. There will be a variety of
sessions including Gender and Jazz, Ethnography and Fluidity as well as
lectures on specific women composers and musicians and their
contributions. Throughout the three days of the conference, there will be
round table discussions and—as one might expect—many concerts.

Diane Berry is ACWC Secretary and composer based
in Victoria, BC where she continues to teach, perform,
and compose.
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Member News
Solnicki) will be premiered in Toronto by
Lirit in 2020. www.stellaterhart.com

Carmen Braden was nominated for two
2019 Western Canadian Music Awards:
Classical Composer of the Year, and Classical
Artist of the Year. Major performances
include the Snowking's Winter Festival and
Pacific Contact. Major world premieres
include Under Surface (cello and soprano) by
BC's Marina Hasselberg and Cathy Fern
Lewis, the choral version of Fall to Alaska by
Halifax's Eastern Horizon Chamber Choir
and The Raven Translations by Ensemble
Resonance (Calgary). Carmen launched her
new website carmenbraden.com. In June,
Carmen launched the inaugural Longshadow
New Music Festival in Yellowknife,
celebrating the music of the 20th and 21st
Centuries—especially Canadians. This year's
festival includes the music of Canadian
women composers Ann Southam, Carmen
Braden and Veronica Krausas. For more
information: longshadowmusic.com

Leila Lustig’s Two Mosaics was performed
at the University of Victoria, on January 27,
2019 by soprano Anne Grimm and cellist
Pamela Highbaugh-Aloni. And on April 29,
2019 in Victoria, a concert celebrating Leila’s
75th birthday was given by soprano Marnie
Setka-Mooney, pianist Kathryn LeGros,
flautist Diane Berry, clarinetist Nathan
Friedman and saxophonist Erik Abbink.
Since January, Afarin Mansouri joined
the Canadian Opera Company’s new team:
Diversity, Equity and Inclusivity. As the first
step of introducing opera to different
communities not familiar with COC
activities, Afarin had a pre-performance talk
in Farsi—for the first time in Canadian opera
History—on May 8th, on the production
of La bohème. Afarin also has presented her
PhD research on the History of Canadian
Children's Opera at the conference called
"Canada on the Edge, Peoples, Places and
Perspective" supported by the Robarts
Centre for the Canadian Studies at York
University. Afarin's first children's
AudiOpera titled Little Heart will be
published by Canadian Music Centre on
Centredisc June, 2019. Currently, Afarin is
working on a commissioned piece for CASP
(Canadian Art Song Project) for 2020 in
celebration of Beethoven's 250th
anniversary.

As of December 2018, Edith Covach has
finalized her ARCT in Composition, a degree
that not only encompasses the deep study of
the main styles and trends through the
history of music but fully equips to
understand and take on the modern ones.
She’s eager to see where the next steps may
lead.

Stella Her Hart’s Ode to the Pig, for SSA
chorus and piano was a co-winner of the
2006 Ruth Watson Henderson Choral
Competition. Stella’s composition, The Last
Note, was announced as the winner of the
2019 Lirit Chamber Choir National New
Music Competition. Her composition for SSA
and piano (poem The Last Note by Jill

In March, Julia Mermelstein had the US
premiere of her acousmatic piece, wonted, at
the CEMIcircles 2019 Festival of
Experimental Music and Intermedia at
Merrill Ellis College of Music in Denton,
Texas. In May, a part of the Music Gallery’s
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Emergents Series: IV in Toronto, Julia’s
piece, out of grains, within clouds, for two
marimbas and electronics was premiered by
Jonny Smith and Louis Pino with
choreography by Angela Blumberg performed
by dancer Ming-Bo Lam and Angela
Blumberg. Also in May, La Fiammata Piano
Duo premiered Julia’s new work density
swells upclose in breath at Mazzoleni Hall in
Toronto, which was awarded a
commissioning grant from Ontario Arts
Council. Julia will be traveling to NYC for the
US premiere of her string orchestra piece,
Shift, by the North/South Chamber Orchestra
on June 18 and is starting rehearsals on a
new work, inner forms, for solo violin,
electronics, and movement composed for
Ilana Waniuk to be performed in Toronto on
June 27 in Toronto. Over the summer, she’ll
be starting to work on upcoming
interdisciplinary works to be presented next
season: a collaboration with Leslie Ting;
multimedia dance work with Angela
Blumberg and Din of Shadows.
www.juliamermelstein.com

Tawnie Olson’s Two Tea Bowls, for SATB,
cello, and harp, was premiered in Toronto in
March by the Orpheus Choir of Toronto,
Robert Cooper conducting. The work was
part of a larger commissioning project that
also included ACWC members Kat Gimon,
Anika-France Forget, and Christine Donkin.
In April, the Yale University Chapel Chorus,
under the direction of Hannah Goodwillie,
gave the premiere of Reformation, for SATB,
brass, and organ, which UCY commissioned.
The Handel Choir of Baltimore, conducted by
Brian Bartoldus, also gave the premiere of the
choral version of Incantation. In May, the
Virginia and Alexandria Choral Societies,
conducted by Sarah Frook Gallo and Brian
Isaac, each gave the premiere of That’s one
small step… (SATB, string quartet, and
percussion), an extended work about the
1969 moon landing. That’s one small step…
was co-commissioned by the two ensembles.
On June 8, re:Naissance Opera will give a
concert reading of the complete score of
Sanctuary and Storm (libretto by Roberta
Barker) in Pyatt Hall in Vancouver. Other
performances this year include Paul Roe’s
January performance of Paraclete, for
clarinet, kick drum, and Tibetan singing bowl
in Dublin, Ireland, and Chronos Vocal
Ensemble’s April performance of Spring and
Fall: to a young child in Edmonton.
www.tawnieolson.com

Sebastian Huydts performed Patricia

Morehead's piano solo piece Variations on
May 17th in Chicago at Columbia College,
Chicago. Patricia Morehead's Haliburton
Celebration for full orchestra was performed
by the Highlands Chamber Orchestra on May
25th in Haliburton. It was performed on an
all-female composer program at the Northern
Lights Pavilion, conducted by Daniel Manley.
Her new work for cello and piano,
Whispering River Sonata, will be performed
on June 21st in Parry Sound by Brenda
Muller, cello, and Philip Morehead, piano, as
part of the Rivers Songs Festival of Art, Music
and Poetry.

On June 3rd, in Tokyo, Japan, Toshiko
Tampo and daughter, Yuki Tampo-Hinton,
will repeat their 2008 Tokyo concert “A
Celebration of Canadian Music.” This
includes Sylvia Rickard’s Nagareboshi
(Shooting Stars) for solo piano, dedicated to
and played by Toshiko. The other composers
in the concert—and on CD—are Jean
Ethridge, Murray Adaskin, Heather Schmidt
and Victor Davies. Also, Graeme Wilkinson,
of Montreal, will give the Italian première of
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Rickard’s new piano piece, Partition de fête,
on the Casalmaggiore International Chamber
Music Festival in Lombardy, Italy in July—
the date will soon to be announced. On July
13, 2019 at the Oak Bay New Music Festival
in Victoria, B.C., Sylvia will have two world
premières: Ouvir Estrelas and Sonnet: The
Song Within. Ouvir Estrelas is based on a
poem by Rio de Janeiro poet, Olavo Bilac—
written in Brazilian Portuguese—and is
composed for its dedicatee Maria Eduarda
Mendes Martins, soprano, with musicians
Liam Epp, cello, and Nathan Friedman,
celesta. The second piece Sonnet: The Song
Within, is based on a poem by American
John Gracen Brown that is for SATB choir
and piano performed by Chris Reiche.
Rickard is currently finishing up Good-bye,
My Fancy—the last poem of Walt Whitman—
an art song for baritone Andrew R. White,
and pianist Graeme Wilkinson, for a
Whitman Sesquicentennial concert of
December 2, 2019, at the University of
Kearney, Nebraska.

Catherine Pazzano, soprano, and Carol Ann
Weaver, piano. The concert was reviewed by
David Wright in New York Classical Review
here with more information here. Also, Carol
Ann Weaver's Songs for My Mother, Rising,
Desert Alleluia (with soundscape from
Kalahari Desert), Dancing Dancing River,
and You'll Carry On were performed at St.
John-St. Matthew-Emanuel Lutheran Church
in Brooklyn, New York on March 31, 2019,
again featuring Mary-Catherine Pazzano,
soprano, and Carol Ann Weaver, piano. More
information here. Besides being performed in
Brooklyn, Desert Alleluia premiered in
Kitchener, ON on December 30, 2018, and
has been performed in Waterloo, Niagara,
and elsewhere in Kitchener in early 2019.
Carol Ann Weaver's choral piece, Earth
Rejoice, for SATB with piano was
commissioned and will be premiered by
Flemington Baptist Choir in Flemington, New
Jersey, conducted by Rosetta Bacon, on July
28, 2019.

ACWC Concerts

Bekah Simms' work Granitic for dectet as
recorded on her album impurity chains was
nominated for a 2019 JUNO Award for
Classical Composition of the Year, a category
in which for the first time women made up
over 50% of the nominees, including winner
Ana Sokolović, Nicole Lizée, and Cassandra
Miller. Bekah also defended her thesis work,
Foreverdark, at the University of Toronto
and will be convoking in June with her
D.M.A. in composition. This thesis work for
amplified cello, live electronics, and chamber
orchestra was commissioned and performed
by Esprit Orchestra in April in Toronto.

ACWC Art Song Concert
ACWC Art Song Concert was in honour of
Rebekah Cummings at University of Waterloo,
ON on May 18, 2019. The concert included music
by nine ACWC composers: Fiona Evison, Jana
Skarecky, Edith Covach, Carol Ann Weaver, Julia
Jacklein, Karen Sunabacka, Nephenee Rose,
Rebekah Cummings and Christie Morrison. The
entire concert was sung by soprano Clarisse
Tonigussi—accompanied by pianist Narmina
Efendiyeva—except for Christie Morrison who
sang her own music.

Carol Ann Weaver's Songs for My
Mother was performed at Thalia Hall,
Symphony Space, New York City on March
30, 2019, as part of the Celebrating John
Eaton's Legacy Concert, featuring Mary47
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Do you have composer news for the ACWC Journal?
Would you like to contribute an article?
Contact our editor, Julia Mermelstein:
acwcbulletin@gmail.com. Submissions for the Spring/
Summer edition must be received by
May 30, 2019
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